Etac shower stools
Neat and practical shower stools in
most shapes and heights

Etac has a stool for everyone –
which model suits you?
Most activities in the bathroom are really best carried out sitting down. This is not only because it
is easier and safer, but it is actually more comfortable.
Stable, safe and comfy
Etac offers a wide range of shower stools designed to assure maximum comfort and safety. Their soft, round seating
surfaces make sitting comfortable and their outer design while specially shaped holes effectively drain excess water
from the stool. The legs are angled outwards to maximize stability irrespective of height. All stools are equipped
with Etac’s special design ferrules that reduce the risk of slipping on wet floors. The seats can easily be machine
washed for convenient cleaning.

A stool for every bottom
Our range of stools includes a wide range of shapes and heights, and offers a solution to every need.
Which one suits you best?

With its classic rounded seating area, the Etac Easy suits all needs
and environments. The rounded design means that it is possible
to sit on the stool from any direction.

Etac Edge is our smartest stool. It takes up little space due to its
triangular shape and fits into restricted shower corners. Users can
straddle the stool seat with its large seating area providing increased
stability. It is also a good choice for relieving aching hips: by slightly
lowering one leg and straddling the seat with the lower leg pointing
forward, the seat angle is opened to relieve aching hips.

The Etac Smart’s rectangular seat offers a narrower or wider seating
area and therefore suits all bottoms - even those that require a little
more room. Its corners make it easy to straddle the seat for extra
stability. Smart is available as a lower and a higher height-adjustable
model, with the lower Smart model being easy to place in a bath for
use as a bath stool.

Etac Smart and Easy are also offered with a swiveling functionality for
increased mobility when seated. Users do not need to rise up from
the stool in order to circle around it, making the seating safer and
less prone to accidents.

Etac shower stool details
Secure height adjustment

Easy to assamble

There is no risk that the stool changes
height when in use due to the secure
push button. Also there are no loose
parts for the height adjustment.

The Etac shower stools comes flatpacked and are easy to assemble in
seconds without any tools. All stools
are designed for foolproof mounting.

Comfortable and safe seats
The concave seats are comfortable to
sit on. The flexibility in the leg fixture
entails that the stools can handle any
weight displacement which can occur
when you move your upper body.

Etac Smart can also be used in the bathtub
where it provides a stable and comfortable seating.

Stability
The legs of the stool are angled
outwards to increase stability. The soft
ferrules adjust perfectly to the floor.
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Etac shower stool soft seats
Makes the seat comfortable, warm and non-slippery.
Can be wiped dry after usage. To be snapped onto
the seat.

Etac Edge Soft cushion
Material: Polypropylene
Item no: 81801132

Etac Smart soft seat
Material: Polypropylene
Item no: 80209502

Etac Easy soft seat
Material: Polypropylene
Item no: 80209501

Description
Etac Edge shower stool
Etac Edge shower stool low
Etac Easy shower stool
Etac Easy Swivel
Etac Smart Shower stool
Etac Smart Shower stool low
Etac Smart Swivel
Dimensions
Seat width:

Seat height:

Item no.
Grey
81801010
81801040
81901010
81901050
81951010
81951030
81951050

Blue
81801030
n/a
81901020
81951020
81951040

Edge: 45 x 45 x 45 cm (17¾” x 17¾”)
Easy: 40 cm (15¾” x 15¾”)
Smart: 43 x 38 cm (17” x 15”)
Edge, 42– 57 cm (16½”–22½”)
Edge, low, 34.5– 42 cm (13½” – 16½”)
Easy, 42– 57 cm (16½ “ – 22½”)
Smart, 42– 57 cm (16½” – 22½”)
Smart, low, 34.5–42 (13½” – 16½”)

Materials
Seat: Polypropylene
Legs: Aluminium, polypropylene,
polyamide
Ferrule: TPE
Soft seat: polyethylene
Weight
Edge: 2.6 kg (5.7 lbs)
Edge, low: 2.4 kg (4.4 lbs)
Easy: 2.75 kg (6.1lbs)
Smart: 3.15 kg (6.9 lbs)
Max. user weight
Edge: 130 kg (287 lbs)
Easy: 150 kg (330 lbs)
Smart: 150 kg (330 lbs)

Edge

Clean the product with a solvent-free cleaning agent (pH level 6–9),
or with a 70% disinfectant solution. Can be decontaminated at max.
85°C / 185ºF if so required.

Smart and Easy

Clean the product with a solvent-free cleaning agent (pH level 6–9),
or with a 70% disinfectant solution. Can be decontaminated at max.
85°C / 185ºF if so required.

